
Mindful CRM: Non-profit Solution for Rogue Valley Non-Profits

• Struggling to keep track of your donors or 
volunteers? 

• Need to keep track of grant writers and their 
grants?

• Want to increase attendence to your events?
• Having problems with keeping up to date with 

constituents?
• Feeling like your website doesn't get enough content updates?

Mindful CRM is for you. CRM stands for Constituent Relationship Management. 

The process of assembling your information into a usable and web-accessible database will 
stabilize your organization, increase attendence to your events, and spread the message of 
your non-profit more effectively. 

Mindful CRM bridges the gap between the web and office and allows a distributed team of 
people to Get Things Gone.

Success for non-profit organizations could be measured by the time frame in which objectives 
are met, how information is spread, and to what degree events can be sustainable. Many 
hours are put into planning and discussing objectives and then carrying out those plans in an 
efficient or timely manner.  Software can assist you in organizing, planning, and executing. 
When evaluating software, it is important to keep in mind cost. Free, Open Source Software 
can be a life-safer for this very reason. Below are some of the things you can accomplish 
without paying licensing fees to a product vendor or Microsoft.

* Easy and reliable newsletters and mailings
* Donation Tracking
* Comprehensive scheduling and group communication tools
* Schedule your board meetings and keep notes
* Membership management
* Centralized location to store important documents and letters
* Project Management
* Event Management
* Call List Distribution 

Mindful Integrations can help identify your needs, find the right software and implement it. The 
initial consultation is always free. Please call Zachary at (541)708-1163 for more information.
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